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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

     The association between word meaning and syntactic behavior has long been 

the focus of lexical semantic studies.  It is generally assumed that certain aspects of 

word meaning can figure in linguistic generalization.  In section 2.1, Levin and 

Rapport Hovav (1991) present a case study for a set of verbs that might as a first 

approximation be classified as verbs of removal, but reveal their divergence after a 

closer examination of their inherent meanings and syntactic properties.  The meaning 

components of a lexical item are in determining the semantic class membership and 

syntactic structures of the verb.  Next, the investigation of Liu (2000) in section 2.2 

uncovers the syntactically-relevant semantic components and characterizes the way 

they interact with verbal syntax in Mandarin by means of verbs of surface contact 

through motion.  Finally, in section 2.3 we will give some remarks on the previous 

studies.    
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2.1 Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1991) 

     Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1991) uncover the lexical characteristics and the 

syntactic relevant components of verbs of removal in English by three semantically 

related subclasses, remove, clear, and wipe.  They begin with displaying the 

similarities among these three subclasses, relating to the removal of a substance from 

a location and sharing the same types of argument structure: the locatum-as-object 

variant (“V NP from NP”) (L&RH 1991: 126f): 

     (1) Monica removed groceries from the bag.               

(2) Doug cleared dishes from the table.                   

(3) Kay wiped the fingerprints from the counter.            

However, only the case of remove does not allow the source as direct object, that is, 

location-as-object variant (“V NP”) (L&RH 1991: 128). 

     (4) *Monica removed the bag.                          

     (5) Doug cleared the table.                             

     (6) Kay wiped the counter.                             

(4) is semantically different and cannot mean that Monica took something from the 

bag.  Another pattern distinguishing clear and wipe is that wipe does not retain the 

theme when the location is expressed as the object (L&RH 1991: 128). 
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     (7) *Monica removed the bag of groceries.  

     (8) Doug cleared the table of dishes.  

     (9) *Kay wiped the counter of fingerprints. 

According to theses distinct syntactic behaviors, Levin and Rapport Hovav thus 

conclude that the verb remove, clear, and wipe belong to three different subclasses.  

In addition, there are a few other verbs that behave like these subclasses, as listed in 

(10-12) (L&RH 1991: 129). 

     (10) Clear verbs: clear, clean, empty 

     (11) Wipe verbs: buff, brush, erase, file, mop, pluck, prune, rake, rinse, rub, 

scour, scrape, scratch, scrub, shear, shovel, sponge, sweep, trim, vacuum, 

wipe, etc. 

     (12) Remove verbs: dislodge, draw, evict, extract, pry, remove, steal, uproot, 

withdraw, wrench, etc. 

To explain their distinct syntactic behaviors, we should fall back on their 

inherent lexical meanings.  A closer examination at these three verb classes reveals a 

systematic difference in the meaning of their members.  The clear verbs specify the 

state of the location as a result of the action denoted by the verb, but none of them 

makes explicit how this resultant state is achieved.  In contrast, the wipe verbs make 

explicit how the removal of the substance from a location is effected, and may fall 

into two subclasses according to whether their meaning specifies a manner, as in (13a) 
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or an instrument, as in (13b) (L&RH 1991: 131): 

(13) a. Manner subclass: erase, pluck, rub, scratch, shave, trim, wipe, etc. 

    b. Instrument subclass: brush, mop, rake, shovel, sponge, vacuum, etc. 

Moreover, consistent with their verb meanings, the clear verbs are deadjectival; 

they are derived from the adjectives with the same name, as in (14), rather than 

adjectives derived from the verbs, as in (15). 

(14) clean the blackboard; a clean blackboard            (L&RH 1991: 130) 

(15) wipe the table; a wiped table 

Unlike the clear and wipe verbs, the remove verbs specify neither a resultant 

state nor a means.  They are the prototypical verbs of removal, which mean roughly 

‘to cause an entity not to be at a location’, and nothing more.  Levin and Rappaport 

Hovav further argue that it is these lexicalized meaning components that determine 

their basic meanings and, hence, their syntactic behavior.  Take the use of clear and 

wipe verbs in the location-as-object for example.  The clear and wipe verbs are not 

verbs of removal, but rather belong to change-of-state verbs and activity or surface 

contact verbs, respectively.  When mapping to the sentence level, similar to other 

change-of-state verbs, as in (16-17), the clear verbs can undergo the 

causative/inchoative alternation, as in (18-19) (L&R 1991: 133f): 
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(16) a. Francesca cooled the coffee. 

    b. The coffee cooled. 

(17) a. Jane thickened the sauce. 

    b. The sauce thickened. 

(18) a. Martha emptied the tub. 

    b. The tub emptied. 

(19) a. The strong winds cleared the skies. 

    b. The skies cleared. 

Furthermore, many change-of-state verbs, like the clear verbs, are deadjectival, either 

zero-derived from adjectives or formed from adjectives by the suffixation of –en, as 

the two subclasses in (20) (L&RH 1991: 134): 

(20) a. zero-derived: cool, dry, narrow, open, slow, warm, etc. 

    b. suffix -en: broaden, darken, deepen, redden, soften, etc. 

The distinction between (a) and (b) in (16-19) may account for the different senses 

incorporated in the change-of-state verbs: one could be paraphrased as ‘to come to be 

in state’, involving a single argument, as in (b), and the other as ‘to cause to come to 

be in state’, involving two arguments, as in (a), considered as ‘causative 

change-of-state verbs’.  The clear verbs differ from other change-of-state verbs in 

that they denote a change of state in an entity typically brought by removing 
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something from that entity, while other changes of state are brought by changes in 

chemical composition, structure, etc. 

     Unlike the clear verbs, many of the wipe verbs are found in the conative 

construction, which is attested with verbs whose meaning includes notion of 

movement and contact (Guerssel et al. 1985, Laughren 1988), as illustrated in (21).  

Also, the wipe verbs do not participate in causative/inchoative alternation, as in (22), 

while the clear verbs do, as in (16-19).  

     (21) a. Kay rubbed the counter. 

         b. Kay rubbed at the counter. 

     (22) * Francesca cooled at the coffee. 

Moreover, the wipe verbs can be subdivided into two semantically coherent 

subclasses: the manner subclass denotes a surface contact with particular type of 

motion, and the instrument subclass denotes a surface contact with the instrument 

from which the verb takes its name.  Both of these surface contact verbs are not 

necessarily verbs of removal, because they can be used as verbs of putting, depending 

on the nature of the motion or instrument involved, as shown in (23-24) (L&RH 1991: 

136). 

     (23) a. Kay wiped the polish onto the table. 
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         b. Lynn scraped the leftovers into a bowl. 

     (24) a. Sylvia shoveled the snow onto the lawn. 

         b. Kelly raked the leaves into the gutter. 

Therefore, Levin and Rappaport Hovav further claim that the putting and removing 

senses of these verbs are both ‘extended’ meanings of these verbs, and it is these 

extended meanings that account for their appearance in the syntactic structure with 

verbs like remove, or with verbs like put.  When a wipe verb is found in the syntactic 

structure of the remove verbs (‘NP V NP from NP’), it is manifesting an extended use 

as a verb of removal.  This removal wipe would mean ‘to remove by means of 

surface contact through wiping motion’, and it would be expected to express its 

arguments like other verbs of removal.  On the other hand, when it is found in the 

syntactic structure of the put verbs (‘MP V NP onto/into NP’), it is an extended use as 

a verb of putting, which means ‘to put by means of surface contact through wiping 

motion’. 

In sum, this study examines the meaning of the members of the three related 

verb subclasses and shows that each pattern of argument expression is restricted to a 

semantically coherent class of verb and is closely related to verb meaning.  The 

neutral remove-group verbs are with a general meaning ‘X causes Y to go away from 

Z’.  The clear-group verbs and the wipe-group verbs share the same structure with 
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the remove-group but each conflates with a change of state (i.e. a resultant state) and 

the specification of means or manner.  Consequently, these three semantic subclasses 

have different patterns of syntactic argument structure as illustrated in examples (1-9) 

above, now analyzed in (25-27):  

(25) Remove verbs: Theme - direct object; Source - from-prepositional phrase 

(26) Wipe verbs: 

A. Theme – direct object; Source – from-prepositional phrase 

B. Source – direct object; no overt Theme  

     (27) Clear verbs: 

         A. Theme – direct object; Source – from-prepositional phrase 

         B. Source – direct object; Theme – of-propositional phrase 

2.2 Liu (2000) 

Liu (2000) examines a related class of verbs, verbs of surface contact through 

motion in Mandarin (e.g., ca1擦 ‘to wipe’, mo3抹 ‘to scub’, shua1刷 ‘to brush’, 

gua1刮 ‘to shave’, fu1敷 ‘to cover’, etc.), which are similar to the wipe-group verbs 

discussed in Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1991).
1
  The verbs of surface contact 

through motion generally describe ‘to contact through repeated motion with the 

                                                 
1
 Lien (2006) also gives us a brief introduction of verbs of removal in Taiwanese Southern Min.  He 

examines the relationship among verb classification, aktionsart, and constructions based on the 

linguistic manifestations in Li Jing Ji茘鏡記.  Refer to Lien (2006) for details. 
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surface of a location for the purpose of removing or putting on some substances or 

physical objects’.  The verbs of surface contact through motion in Mandarin display 

similar syntactic behavior in several aspects: first, they are transitive verbs taking 

overt objects, as in (28a); second, they may take resultative complement, as in (28b); 

third, they may occur with a frequency phrase, as in (28c); fourth, they may take a 

preverbal manner adverbial, as in (28d): 

(28) a. 他   在    拖  地板。 

      Ta1  zai4   tuo1  di4-ban3 

      He   ZAI  mop   floor 

      ‘He is mopping the floor.’ 

    b. 地    拖   得    很   乾淨。 

      Di4   tuo1   de5   hen3  gan1-jing4 

      Floor  mop  DE   very   clean 

      ‘The floor has been wiped/mopped very clean.’ 

    c. 一天     拖    兩次 

      yi4-tian1  tuo1   liang3-ci4 

      one day  mop   two time 

      ‘mopping two times a day’ 

    d. 猛拖 

       meng3-tuo1 

       mightily mop 

       ‘mopping mightily’ 

Moreover, it is interesting to notice that there are similar patterns between 

English and Mandarin.  When the verb wipe is examined with the verb clean, the 
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verb ca1擦 ‘to wipe’ can be paired up with the verb cin1清 ‘to clear’.  All of them 

describe the removal of a substance or physical objects from a location and share the 

same type of locus-locatum alternation, as in (29). 

     (29) a. Locus as object (location-as-object variant):  

他  在    清     廚房     ∕擦    桌子。 

           Ta1  zai4  cing1  chu2-fang2 / ca1   zhuo1-zi5 

           He  ZAI  clean   kitchen   / wipe  table 

           ‘He is cleaning the kitchen/wiping the table.’ 

         b. Locatum as object (locatum-as-object variant):  

他   在    清    垃圾 ∕擦   灰塵。 

           Ta1  zai4  cing1  le4-se4 / ca1  huei1-chen2 

           He  ZAI  clean  garbage/wipe  dust 

           ‘He is cleaning the garbage/wiping the dust.’ 

However, they contrast with each other as the clear-type verbs are deadjectival; that is, 

they can be used as adjective modifiers, as in (30). 

     (30) 清流∕清溪 

         cing1 liu2/cing1 xi1 

         ‘clear stream/clear creek’ 

Also, like in English, some verbs of surface contact through motion in Mandarin can 

be used as both verbs of removal, compounding with the resultative element shang4

上 ‘on’ and verbs of putting, compounding with the resultative diao4掉 ‘off’, while 

some are used as only one of them, as illustrated in (31). 
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     (31) a. With senses of removing and putting:  

擦   上∕掉     口紅 

           ca1 shang4/diao4 kou3-hong2 

           wipe   on/off     lipstick 

           ‘put on/wipe away lipstick’ 

b. With sense of putting:               

敷    上∕*掉     藥膏 

   fu1  shang4/*diao4  yao4-gao1 

   cover   on/*off     ointment 

‘cover with/*take off oitment’ 

c. With sense of removing:             

剃    *上∕掉     腿毛 

   ti4  *shang4/diao4  tuei3-mao2 

   shave   *on/off     leg hair 

‘*shave on/shave off leg hair’ 

Liu explains that for verbs like ca1擦 ‘to wipe’, the locational change of the locatum 

is lexically under-specified.  This explanation is slightly different from that of Levin 

and Rappaport (1991), which accounts for this phenomenon as the extended meanings 

of wipe. 

2.3 Remarks 

These studies both give us a lucid instruction to analyze verbs of removal and 

provide solid evidence to show that lexical meanings do affect syntactic properties to 

a certain degree cross-linguistically.  However, Levin and Rapport Hovav and Liu 

provide different explanations for the ambiguous meaning, putting and removing, of 
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the wipe-type verbs (e.g., wipe in English and ca1擦 ‘to wipe’ in Mandarin).  Levin 

and Rappaport Hovav claim that verbs often have basic and extended meanings.  The 

basic meaning of the wipe verb belongs to the concept of verbs of surface contact 

through motion, manifested in the syntactic structure [NP V NP] (‘Agent V Location’); 

e.g., Tony wiped the table.  Moreover, it can be extended to the sense of removing or 

putting, when it is found in the syntactic structure associated with verbs of removal 

(‘Agent V Locatum from/off Location’; e.g., Tony wiped the dust from the table) and  

verbs of putting (‘Agent V Locatum onto/into Location’; e.g., Tony wiped the polish 

onto the table), respectively.  Levin and Rappaport Hovav hold that wipe verbs may 

have both removing and putting senses, mainly based on their extended meanings 

which can incorporate with different syntactic structures.  However, they do not give 

the reason why only the wipe verb, rather than the other two types, may have this 

extending and integrating process. And the derivational process between basic and 

extended meanings might be somehow arbitrary. 

Liu, on the other hand, does not account for extended meanings.  She claims 

that unlike fu1敷 ‘to cover’, which specifies the putting sense in its lexicalized 

meaning, and ti4剃 ‘to shave’, which specifies the removing sense in its lexicalized 

meaning, verbs like ca1擦 ‘to wipe’ lexically underspecify the locational change of 

the locatum.  Therefore, verbs like ca1 擦 ‘to wipe’ may allow both kinds of 
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resultative, the locatum either removed from or put onto a location.   Although Liu 

points out the inherent differences lexicalized in each type of verbs, she does not 

illustrate the integration process, mapping lexical meanings to syntactic meanings. 

Accordingly, some issues need to be dealt with: first, from Levin and 

Rappaport’s claim, what is the motivation for only wipe verbs to integrate with 

different syntactic structures, and thus obtain its so-called ‘extending meanings’?  

Second, from Liu’s argument, how do people proceed the combination of lexical 

meanings and syntactic meanings?  To answer these questions, we need to rely on 

several theories presented in the following section. 

 


